Motion

Body-internal motion

[16] buck, fidget, flap, gyrate, kick, rock, squat, sway, teeter, totter, twist, twitch, waddle, wobble, wriggle

Asuming position

[19] bend, bow, crouch, flop, hang, kneel, lean, lie, perch, plump, rise, sit, slouch, slump, sprawl, squat, stand, stoop, straddle

Lingerin &- rushing

[3] hasten, hurry, rush
[8] dally, dawdle, delay, dither, hesitate, linger, loiter, tarry

Motion (existence)

[35] bob, bow, creep, dance, drift, eddy, flap, float, flutter, hover, joggle, joggle, oscillate, pulsate, quake, quiver, revolve, rock, rotate, shake, stir, sway...

Avoiding

[6] avoid, dodge, duck, evade, shun, sidestep

Sending-&-carrying

[11] barge, bus, cart, drive, ferry, row, shuttle, truck, wheel, wire
[15] carry, drag, haul, heave, heft, hoist, kick, lug, pull, sheeh, shove, tote, tow, tug

Throwing

[30] bash, bat, bout, cast, catapult, chuck, fire, flick, fling, flip, flop, hit, hurl, kick, pull, scoop, scrape, shake, shovel, siphon, spoon, squash, squeeze, squish, sweep, tug, wad, wedge, wipe, wrong
[5] drop, bang, lift, lower, raise
[7] dribble, drip, pour, slop, spade, spew, spill
[9] coil, curl, loop, roll, spin, twirl, whirl, wind
[49] brush, comb, crowd, cultivate, dabs, dust, drape...
[95] asphalt, baize, blanket, blindfold, board, bread...
[103] asphalt, bat, blanket, blindfold, board, bread...
[54] archive, bag, bark, beach, bed, berth, billet...

Putting

[13] arrange, arrange, install, lodge, mount, place, position, put, set, situate, stack, stow
[9] dangle, hang, lay, lean, perch, rest, set, stand, suspend
[26] bang, channel, dip, dump, funnel, hammer, ladle, pound, push, rake, ram, scoop, scrape, shake, shovel, siphon, spoon, squash, squeeze, squish, sweep, tug, wad, wedge, wipe, wrong

Vehicular: “drive”

[10] cruise, drive, fly, oar, paddle, pedal, ride, row, sail, tack

Waltzing

[20] boogie, bop, cancan, clog, cong, dance, fandango, jig, jitterbug, jive, polka, quickstep, rep, samba, shuffle, square dance, tango, tap dance, waltz

Chasing

[7] chase, follow, pursue, shadow, tail, track, trail

‘Accompanying’

[6] accompany, conduct, escort, guide, lead, shepherd

Vehicular: name of vehicle

[39] balloon, bicycle, bike, boat, bobsled, bus, cab, canoe, caravan, chariot, coach, cycle, dog sled, ferry, gondola, helicopter, jeep, jet, kayak, moped, motor, motobike, motorcycle, parachute, punt, raft, rickshaw, rocket, skate, skateboard, ski, sled, sleigh, taxi, taboggan, tram, trolley, yacht

Removing: banishing

[7] banish, deport, evacuate, expel, extradite, recall, remove

Concealing


Holding-&-keeping

[7] clasp, clutch, grasp, grip, handle, hold, weld
[4] board, keep, leave, store...